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Briefs
Weather
The sun has finally arrived:
Today, mostly sunny with
the high near 60. Winds
moving south around 10
mph. Tonight, increasing
cloudiness with the low in
the mid-40s.

Inside the News
What are those stars for
anyway?:
As part of the homecoming festivities, the Undergraduate Alumni Association has painted stars in
honor of alumni in front of
the University Union. Ever
wondered what those stars
represented? Check out Larissa Hritsko's story.
□ See page four.

Latino Student Union
sponsors Hispanic Heritage Month:
October is Hispanic
Heritage Month at the University. To promote the
month, the Latino Student
Union has several activities
planned. Ginger Phillips has
information on all the events
as well as background on the
organization.'-) See page
four.

Outside campus
Men charged in vandalism
appear in court:
Two men charged in the
vandalism of Oak Grove
Cemetery Sept. 12 appeared
In court for the first time
Wednesday.
Tracy D. Snyder, 23, of
Fostoria, and Aaron W. Wentling, 21, of Perrysburg, appeared before Bowling
Green Municipal Court Referee Brian English on felony
charges stemming from
their alleged involvement in
the vandalism.
Snyder appeared without
an attorney and will be assigned a public defender.
Wentling was represented
by Lewis Kovacs, a Toledo
area attorney.
Nlether of the men entered a plea because all of
the charges against them
are felony charges and their
cases must first be bound
over to the Wood County
Court of Common Pleas.
The next court date for
Snyder Is Oct. 6.

Plane crashes killing at
least one:
AKRON - A single-engine
plane crashed in a residential neighborhood Wednesday afternoon, police said.
The State H ighway Patrol
said it appeared at least one
person died in the crash.
"We've got one dead,
maybe two," Dispatcher
Karen Keifer said. "The
plane is totally destroyed we can't get a tail number
off it, we can't tell how many
bodies."
Troopers called for an
extra coroner's unit and
Federal Aviation Administration investigators, Keifer
said.
Officers were waiting for
the FAA to arrive before
probing the wreckage,
Keifer said.
The plane crashed in the
Kenmore neighborhood, a
residential area near Akron
Municipal Airport on Akron's southwest side.
Lt. Ron Kreuter of the patrol's Akron post said the
plane might have been manufactured by Piper, but the
model was not immediately
known.
Compiled from staff and
wire reports.
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USG increases travel budget
by Klmberly Larson
editor-in-chief
Does more money make for better
government?
Bucking a national trend of tighter fiscal restraint, the University's Undergraduate Student Government seems to
be headed in the opposite direction.
Two weeks ago, USG convened for its
annual retreat spending almost $1500
more than last year's entire travel budget or about 500 percent more than the
travel budget of two years ago.
Last year, USG allocated a total of
$1000 for travel expenses. The year before, the travel budget was set at $700.
However, this year the annual USG retreat, which took place in Port Clinton,
cost about $2420 and included catered
meals.

"Sure, you can say that there was a 500
percent increase [in spending], but you
will also see a 500 percent increase in
output this year," USG President Jason
Jackson said.
University students pay for the retreat
through the student general fee.
According to Jackson, the extra money
was essential because the retreat was
overnight. He said an overnight retreat
was necessary to "build a sense of cohesiveness" among the organization's
members.
"With this particular type of retreat we
had to spend more money," Jackson said.
"As a result, we're going to hit the
ground running faster, our goals are
more centralized and we'll have an increase in output."
The success of the retreat was proven
by the fact that USG passed its budget
plan faster this year than in recent years,

he said.
Jackson said the budget passed in one
meeting because USG members had time
during the retreat to look it over and ask
questions.
In addition to the regular retreat, USG
added a cabinet retreat this year, which
cost about $750. The retreat was on campus but took place during the summer, so
cabinet members stayed overnight in the
University Union hotel.
"The cabinet retreat was so that we
could set goals and work immediately on
these goals as soon as we were assigned
to a committee," said USG Vice President Chad Luckner.
Jackson said USG had to remove itself
from Bowling Green for the regular retreat to be totally successful.
"The only way we could accomplish
our goals is if we removed ourselves
from the University so we could concen-

Postmaster warns
against ad hoax

trate more fully on our goals," Jackson
said.
USG Senator Michael Haynes agreed
there were merits to a longer retreat in a
different city, but he said he was disappointed so much money was spent on the
Port Clinton trip.
"[The retreat] was definitely more
productive this year, but I'm not willing
to say that it was because we spent more
money," Haynes said. "There definitely
were values to the retreat. It was longer,
it was more relaxed, but there's also the
question of whether it was worth spending so much."
The retreat took place at the Harbor
Masters Center In Port Clinton. The total
cost included rooms, food, transportation
and speakers. The weekend rate for a
room at the center is almost $60, but USG
See USG, page five.
The BG N«w.mill DcriMdy Jr.

by Snarl L.Veleba
courts reporter

The Bowling Green postmaster wants students and community residents to beware of a hoax that could cost them money they don't
need to spend.
Postmaster Ken Pesa said there have been advertisements in an
area newspaper that claim callers to a South Bend, Ind., phone number can get information about jobs with the local post office - for a
fee.
"There's nothing illegal with what they're telling you," Pesa said.
"It's what they don't tell you that bilks you out of your money. All it is
is a ripoff."
Pesa, who said he called the number "to see what the deal was,"
said callers are asked to send in $39.95 for a job application and information about postal jobs.
"It's the same information you can get at the local post office for
free," he said.
The post office does not accept applications and the jobs advertised
do not exist, Pesa said.
When they do hire for career jobs, the post office collects applications and advertises the times, dates and location of postal service
exams.
Pesa said the post office sometimes hires for temporary jobs.
When that happens, Pesa said area newspapers and the University
will be contacted but there are "no plans to hire in the immediate future."
Pesa said the ads stated that if respondents call and pay they would
also be given a "hotline" to "postal centers" so they can keep in touch
and find out about possible job openings.
"I suspect it would be [the number of] your local post office," he
said.
Pesa said the ad claims calling and paying would give people a better chance at taking the exam.
He said nobody can gain an advantage with that because everyone
who wants to take the postal exam gets to take it.
"No one is turned down, everyone can take the exam," he said.
The ad also guarantees jobs, which Pesa said is not true with the actual postal hiring process.
•There's no guarantee that you'd be hired," he said.
Pesa said the ads were seen in The Sentinel-Tribune.

Blown Away
Blowing Into a pipe, Tim McAfee of Toledo shapes molten glass in one of the first steps of making a
bowl Wednesday afternoon. McAfee has blown glass for 10 years but is taking classes at the Fine
Arts Build in ._• to hone his skills. "Bowling Green probably has the finest glass blowing facilities In
North America," he said.

Bosnians reject
peace proposal Yeltsin gives ultimatum
by Tony Smith
The Associated Press

Sixty-one parliament deputies
voted for conditional acceptance
of the international peace plan,
which would divide Bosnia into
SARAJEVO, Bosnia- three ministates controlled by
Herzegovina - Bosnia's parlia- Serbs, Croats and the Muslim-led by Deborah Seward
ment spurned an international government. Four voted for it The Associated Press
peace plan Wednesday, voting unconditionally and seven voted
overwhelmingly to reject it un- against it, Information Ministry
MOSCOW - The government gave increasingly
less Serbs return land taken by spokeswoman Senada Kreso said.
isolated lawmakers five days to leave the parliaforce.
The vote portends another caThe condition attached to the ment building or "face the consequences"
lamitous winter of fighting while plan was that Serbs return cap- Wednesday. Besieged hard-liners vowed to hold
the Muslim-led government of tured territory that was predo- out.
The government kept up a tight cordon of razorBosnia tries to wring more con- minantly Muslim before the war.
cessions from Serbs and Croats.
The plan "as it is, was re- wire, guns and thousands of armed riot police and
Serbs already have said they will jected," said Ejup Ganic, a mem- troops around the building. The hard-liners
bargain no more over land.
ber of Bosnia's collective presi- showed no signs of surrendering, and the government's ultimatum threatened to paint Yeltsin into a
In apparent response to the dency.
vote, sporadic shelling from the
The peace plan calls for Serbs, corner of his own.
The government didn't spell out what it meant
Serb-held hills over Sarajevo who hold about 70 percent of
broke the relative calm of the Bosnia, to roll back to 52 percent. by "serious consequences," but it will be expected
past two months. Three people, The Serbs and the Croats have to do something if the lawmakers continue to hold
including an 8-year-old child, hinted they could simply divide out past Monday. Foreign Minister Andrei V. Kowere wounded by a shell that between them the 10 percent of zyrev offered fresh assurances Wednesday that
landed in the city center.
Bosnia left under government force would not be used in the showdown, but Yeltsin may ultimately have no other option.
"If we had signed this, we control.
For a second straight night, police with rubber
would have had the Serbian borThe Bosnian parliament reder and the Serbian army In Sar- jected an earlier version of the batons clashed with hundreds of people who tried
ajevo," said Muhamed Flllpovic, peace plan a month ago, saying to demonstrate in support of parliament. Protesta philosophy professor and lead- then as now that it rewarded Serb ers threw bottles at police. One lawmaker was ining political challenger to Bos- aggression. Since then, the Bos- jured.
The week-long standoff claimed its third fatalinian President Alija Izetbegovic. nian government has gained an
"We are willing to negotiate offer of access to the Adriatic ty when a traffic policeman died of injuries suffered when he was pushed in front of a car by antisome Serbian claims, but we will
See Yugoslavia, page five. government protesters during a clash Tuesday
not give them the state," he said.

Russian lawmakers may face consequences
with police.
People seemed tired of the long political struggle
that has pitted Yeltsin against parliament for 18
months.
"We're fed up," said Otto Latsis, political commentator for the newspaper Izvestia.
President Boris Yeltsin met in the Kremlin with
his top advisers.
Later, the government bluntly warned the rebels' leaders - Vice President Alexander Rutskoi
and parliament speaker Ruslan Khasbulatov - that
they would bear all responsibility if the building
were not evacuated and all weapons surrendered
by Monday.
Russian Foreign Minister Andrei V. Kozyrev offered fresh assurances Wednesday that force
would not be used in the showdown. He spoke during a visit to the United Nations in New York.
Police on Tuesday had given lawmakers until
Wednesday to surrender their weapons and leave
the building. The deadline passed without incident.
The threat of armed conflict has caused concern
among world leaders who have voiced strong support for Yeltsin, and the ongoing standoff also
poses risks for the president at home by making
him appear weak and indecisive.
When Yeltsin dissolved parliament last week,
629 deputies rushed to the White House for an
See Yeltsin, page five.
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Ruling overdue
After 40 years of apartheid, South Africa's parliament finally took great strides for change
last week when they voted to allow blacks a role in
government for the first time.
The decision will create a Transitional Executive
Council - comprised of representatives from black
and white parties alike - who will serve as "watchdogs" of the government. In addition, the council will
oversee the country's first multiracial election April
27.
We here at The News believe that this is an excellent - albeit overdue - decision by South Africa's
parliament. We further believe that the United
States should take the advice of African National
Congress leader Nelson Mandela and lift the remaining economic sanctions against South Africa because
of it.
The bottom line is that South African President
F.W. de Klerk has proven with this step that he is
really serious about making changes in the country's
governing body. He is looking foremost at the main
issues currently plaguing the country, that of peace
and the economy. He has shown that he is willing to
compromise, for the good of the country. It is time
for others to do the same.
The sanctions have accomplished what they were
intended to do - namely, pressure South Africa into
line with the rest of the world. Now it is time for the
United States and the rest of the world to drop these
sanctions and concentrate on the overall goal of
maintaining peace within the country.
This may not be the easiest thing to achieve. After
hearing of the parliament's decision, angry white
right-wing lawmakers stalked out of last week's session, declaring that the change would lead to a bloody
and divisive civil war.
"This makes permanent peace impossible," said
Ferdi Hartzenberg, leader of the white Conservative
Party, who led the post-vote walkout. "We have lost a
golden opportunity for peace."
President de Klerk has taken the first step. Now
the rest of the world needs to take the next and make
sure this threat of a civil war does not materialize.
The days of apartheid are over. The days of a 10
percent population minority having sole power in
South Africa are also over. It is time for the white
Conservatives and all others opposing the decision to
be quiet and live with the change.
The sooner this happens, the sooner the council
can start functioning in the manner it is supposed to.
They can then begin to work on the important issues
dividing South Africa, such as designing an economic security policy, creating a new National Peace
Force and quelling the political violence currently
raging across the country.
It is time for these people to accept the fact that
they are the minority, and their opinions are quite
different from the aspirations of the majority. This
should be an easy decision for them to make. If it
isn't and their racist thoughts and beliefs continue to
rule their minds, then the only blood likely to be shed
will be their own.
The BG News Staff
Photo Editor Teresa Thomas
Insider M.E.
Dorian Halkovich
Insider Photographer Ross Weitzner
Special Projects Editor Michael Zawacki
Asst. Special Projects Editor Kelly Duquin
Asst. Sports Editor Mark DeChant
Copy Editor Dawn Keller
Copy Editor Pam Smith
Copy Editor Robin Coe
The BC News, founded in 1920, is published daily during the
academic year and Wednesdays during the summer session.
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Bowling Creen, Ohio 43403-0726
Copyright 1993, The BG News
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Signed letters or columns express the.beliefs V the
individual and in no way represent the opinions of The BG
News.
All readers are encouraged to express their opinions
through letters to the editor and guest columns. Letters
should be 200-300 words, typed, and contain "the writer's
telephone number, address, class.rank,
and major.
Send all submissions to: The BG-News, 210 West HalL

Customized textbooks needed
Imagine your beginning-ofsemester pilgrimage to the bookstore, your credit card or dad's
money in hand. You have tried to
brace yourself against the
sticker shock associated with
your impending purchases. You
peruse your seemingly endless
list of required titles, and do a
slow burn because experience
tells you only parts will be used.
This scenario is familiar to
anyone who has ever plunked
down hard-earned savings to further their education. The process
of buying your textbooks can
squash any carefully constructed
student budget in one fell swoop.
That can pose a definite problem
for those with a proclivity
towards paying rent and eating.
There is good news for anyone
whose eyes have ever popped
over a triple figure bookstore
tab. A promising trend toward
cheaper, customized textbooks
has already begun. There is also
the obligatory bad news. While
this trend seems to be growing
like gangbusters at some universities, it is still an infant that
needs to be nurtured.
The plastic-wrapped or spiralbound course supplements purchased through the local bookstores and Kinko's Service Corporation are the offspring of this
fledgling innovation. Compiled
by teachers wishing to use specific material in class, they
usually consist of specially selected material reprinted from
textbooks, periodicals, case studies, etc. to enhance the traditional textbook.
At some universities such as
Harvard, Ohio State, and South-

David Coehrs
weekly columnist
ern California, the idea has
flourished into in-house computer customizing systems that produce customized textbooks to replace the traditional class material. The books are produced
more cheaply, better satisfy the
teachers' needs, and most importantly, are less costly.
According to an Associated
Press report, the idea for customizing textbooks has been gaining momentum around the country for several years. Ironically,
the AP reported, it got a boost as
the result of a 1991 copyright infringement suit won by the Association of American Publishers.
It was filed against a Ventura,
California Kinko's outlet for
duplicating published materials
without permission and selling
them to students as anthologies.
Local Kinko's outlets also will
now cease this practice.
The landmark case brought to
the attention of McGraw-Hill executives the potential of customizing textbooks, and the company shrewdly jumped aboard.
So have other publishing companies such as Prentice-Hall Inc.
and American Heritage, as well
as localized printing companies.
They want a piece of what is predicted to be a $500 million dollar

industry by the year 2000.
As part of the customer package they handle the acquisition of
copyright permission and the
distribution of royalty payments.
"What Kinko's gave us insight
into was that a lot of professors
wanted customized material,"
the AP report quoted Robert
Lynch, a vice president at
McGraw-Hill Inc., as saying.
A lot of students will want it,
too, when they realize what it
could mean in dollars and cents.
Customized printing gives universities the opportunity to replace many traditional, highpriced textbooks with less expensive, better-suited customized texts. Teachers can edit
the desired passages of one or
more books plus material from
other desired sources into one
publication.
This would conceivably eliminate the present obligation to
purchase several expensive
books for a single class. By the
end of freshman year, any student can relate to the frustration
of buying multiple books, only to
use some as mere supplements.
Then comes the harsh reality
of selling them back to the bookstore, when a student receives 50
percent or less of the retail price

for each book, or nothing if it no
longer is used.
Because the customized printing industry is still relatively
new, students shouldn't expect to
see customized textbooks filling
local bookstores, or textbook
prices plummeting any time
soon. While the stores do carry
more customized material, basically it still serves to supplement
the traditional textbooks, and
probably will for quite some
time.
Students also should understand that customized textbook
printing does have chinks in its
armor. - Not all professors will
be interested in the service; it
would, for example, hardly be
necessary or practical in an area
such as mathematics. - The savings to students per textbook
would not be dramatic - about 20
percent in most cases - although
there would exist the potential
for Impressive savings when
only one book would be purchased rather than several. - The
professor's need or desire to
change or update customized material could leave the textbooks
obsolete more often than with
traditional textbooks, discouraging buy-backs and leaving student wallets empty.
Still, the customized textbook
sounds like a wonderful idea that
ultimately would benefit students, who already struggle
enough with the University's exorbitant financial demands.
The faculty is encouraged to
take a serious look at this exciting trend, and, whenever possible, to Implement the customization of core teaching material.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
New Chi-Chi's restaurant
left customers unhappy

could have it instead, no go. After
another suggestion we had had
enough of her snotty attitude so
The BG News:
we sat down at the two tables
The other day ten of my tired of being treated badly.
friends and I went to Bowling
Of course by this time the
Green's new Chi Chi's to celebrate my friends twenty-third whole restaurant was staring at
us, and the managers come over
birthday.
Being a Chi-Chi's lover, I was "To see what the problem is
excited about my first visit, little here." Unable to satisfy us we
did I know about the fiasco that were once again screaming
lay ahead.
across aisle ways.
When we called to make reservations we were told "We don't
By now, we all needed a drink.
take reservations." No problem, Those over 21 decided to act on
we figured we'd go early. After this impluse. The margarita of
putting our name down at 4:30 the month looked good, but at
p.m. our table was finally ready $4.50 a drink, after one, beer
at 6:15 p.m. Needless to say we looked better.
were starved.
Fiasco number one: our table
While waiting for our two tafor one suddenly became a table bles for two hours we had
for two diagonally across the isle. already been accosted several
Trying to be cooperative we sug- times for I.D. We were beginning
gested to the hostess that she to think our faces appeared on
move two tables together. This America's Most Wanted last
was a fire hazard, so spying a week. Not only did waitresses
table in the back we asked if we check our I.D.'s a manager also
i

double checked to see If our age
had changed.
For the amount of money our
tab amounted to you'd think they
would have left us alone. We have
never felt so much humllation
from a restaraunt before. To top
it off every server kept circling
our table like we were the only
red meat in shark Infested
waters.
It was about this time we noticed the flyer on the table "We
want you to feel at home. Because of the care and pride we
take in our food and service, we
guarantee 100 percent satisfaction." I don't know what thelr
definition of 100 percent is, but
it's not mine.
A family restaurant like ChiChi's should be equipped with
adequate seating for large parties, and college students should
be able to enjoy a drink with dinner without tatooing their birthday on their forehead.

I left wondering whatever
happened to the old adage "The
customer is always right"
Wendy Wolff
Junior

CLARIFICATION
In Monday's edition of
The News: the article GSS
explores suspension policy,
misquoted Edward Eaton,
GSS senator at large. It
stated a bill to reject a suspension policy was withdrawn because a clause in
state law says it's okay to
suspend students. Eaton
said he is aware of this and
he is arguing the point on a
moral stance "instead of
blindly adhearing to an unjust law."
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Money preceeds human life

THE Crossword
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tenderly
5 Charm
10 Let tall
14 Cheer
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Mongrel dog
Gateways
Make a hole
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You know it. I know it. We know
it. You have seen it. I have seen
it. We have all seen it. Violence is
reaping deep into the fabric of
our society. Different opinions
and reasons exist to help to give
us some clues to the reasons of
violence in our society. I submit
that violence is an inventive art
and perfected action. The inventors suffer from structured violent impulse and the society
which you and I are part of suffers from the absent-minded
syndrome. I will explain in just a
minute.
I would argue that in line of
what Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr.
said when he wrote that "violence is not merely the absence
of tension; it is the presence of
justice," that even when there is
both the presence of tension and
justice, violence still persists.
There is something in the human
nature that makes him/her violent. The psychoanalytical approach adopted by most psychologists and sociologists to study
humans to determine why they
act in a certain way and why they
do things in a certain way, will
continue to be elusive and inconclusive. I would say that there
can never be a comprehensive
approach to studying human violence.
There is a human mortal miscalculation to view violence as a
segmental problem. No particular ethnic segment in our society
can finger-pointedly be blamed
for societal violence. But there is
a societal segment that can indeed be blamed for societal violence. The very minute percentage of the members of the society who spend their entire
professional lives inventing
weapons of human destruction

Solomon Omo-Osagle II
guest columnist
through the manufacturing of
guns, nuclear weapons, destructive-minded children's killing
and war games, aircraft
bombers, etc., are to be blamed
for societal violence. The list of
weapons of human destruction is
endless.
What drives these individuals
to think violently? The person
who is armed with a gun, robs,
shoots and kills somebody is no
more guilty than the person who
invented and manufactured the
gun. If the gun was not available
to the offender, that precious life
could have been spared. Human
beings are itchy creatures. We
are sometimes hungry for blood.
I am not talking about the tangible blood. I am talking about the
blood of curiosity, the blood of
what-would-it-be-like to violently
end someone's life.
This minority of violent producers suffer from structured
violent impulse. This is a conditioned state of mind of an individual who is obsessed with overaggressive behavior resulting
most of the time from environmental factors. This impulse develops through the individual's
years and then culminates to a
level of grave concern to the society. There is a certain kind of
aroused curiosity through the
massive and structured means of
perfection.

Even the state suffers from
this impulse. The provision of the
millions of dollars to these individuals, through grants, to perfect their violent inventions
through weapons research, also
contributes to this predicament.
The realist argument, in this case
the concept of self preservation
and security, will ultimately lead
to increased violent impulse. The
government - all governments suffer from this impulse because
they all engage at one time or another in weapons research, development and production.
I am not advocating a system
of non-security. Rather, I am advocating a system of noninstitutionalized violence. This
could be achieved through mutual understanding, mutual appreciation of human life, and mutual positive human perception.
This new-born theory of structured violent impulse comes as a
result of failed and unconvincing
account of valid and authentic
state of human violence.
There is another human nature
which I call the absent-minded
syndrome. This is a condition of
human negligence with particular reference to human life. Most
of the time when we see acts of
violence being committed
against another human being, we
have the tendency to look the
other way and pretend not to see

what is happening. Even when we
do see what is happening and
what happened, we are reluctant
to step forward to give an account of what we saw.
Sometimes this is the case because we do not want to be
labeled as snitchers and back
stabbers. It is only when it happened from the context of what
we could benefit from are we
willing to step forward. There is
a stubborn persistence in our society of the "I don't care and it is
not my business" attitude even
when it is obvious that our help
and care could save someone's
life. There is a societal moral
fiber deficiency. This deficiency
is collective in nature.
To some people, human life no
longer takes priority over the
amount of money that we can
make. It is all looked at from the
concept of profit motive. We ask
ourselves, what is my gain from
gun sales? The answer will be the
number of people that were
killed with the gun that you invented. Then we ask ourselves,
how much can I be paid from
conducting weapons research
and development? The answer
here is: Name your price! And we
further ask ourselves how much
we can be paid from building a
fighter jet of which the answer
will be dependent on the
thousands of people that your invention can kill at one strike.
And then you ask: What should
we do? We must be willing to go
back to the moral banks and turn
back the moral clock. We must
also remember what we were
told when we were growing up, at
least some of us, that we should
look out for our neighbor and also
be our brothers' and sisters'
keeper (emphasis mine).

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

Political picks shed new light *©
The BG News:
ing in Bowling Green, Todd was
I could not have been more Im- recruited by the local Republican
pressed or more excited about Party to run for the Ward One
the presentation of Independent seat.
Sam Melendez at last week's
I fail to comprehend how he
First Ward Candidate's Forum.
can possibly understand the imWhen Sam is elected to the portant issues facing our city,
first ward seat, it's obvious that since he has no history to base it
he intends to do more than keep on.
his chair warm. Sam made it
I will also vote against Todd
clear that he will actively pursue because I find his justification
legislation to ensure that all of for deserving public office very
Bowling Green is more fairly and weak. One glance at Todd's camaccuretly represented on coun- paign literature makes it obvious
cil.
that he is trying to win the elecAs he said on Thursday, 47 tion based on the fact that he
percent of the Bowling Green served in the military.
population is illegally packed
I too have served in the miliinto the First Ward, creating a tary, and I respectfully fail to see
situation where students are dis- how Todd's service as a "photocriminated against, and creating journalist" in Saudia Arabia dura situation that is fair to no one.
ing the Gulf War has provided
To fix this, Sam will introduce him with enough knowledge
three redistricting plans to coun- about issues facing the Bowling
cil. Hopefully, they'll pass one. Green city council.
But if they refuse to accept what
While Todd's intentions may be
Bowling Green needs and wants, honorable, he is not qualified to
Sam will use his seat as a bully- serve Ward One on the city counpulpit to campaign for redistrict- cil.
ing because he'll put the issue on
the ballot and let the people deCharles Muenger
cide.
Senior
The election of Sam will finally
bring reform and "one person,
one vote" to Bowling Green, The BG News:
Let me take this opportunity to
Ohio. As my purple T-shirt so
eloquently states, "Vote Sam - I show my support for a certain
council candidate and to respond
am!"
to Mr. Cook's letter to the editor
in Wednesday's edition of The
Heather Parrott
News.
Freshman
As the only candidate endorsed
The BG News:
by current First Ward CouncilAs a lifelong resident of man Scott Ziance, as well as
Northwest Ohio and a long time Mayor Wes Hoffman, Todd Kleresident of Bowling Green's First ismit is the candidate who will be
Ward, I am concerned about the most effective in the role of repcurrent Ward One race. Of the resenting the views of the stuthree University students run- dents.
ning for the seat, I strongly feel
He will be the only candidate
that Todd Kleismit is unquali- that will be able to work with all
fied.
the council, as well as, the Mayor
After only five months of liv- on tough issues.

To walk up to Council President Kempke or Mayor Hoffman
and try to get your agenda considered by hollering "Rock and
roll! In your face!" as Sam Melendez so eloquently stated, just
isn't going to work. We need a
councilman who is going to be respected and rational when it
comes to representing our views.
Kleismit has had the courage to
stand up for what he believes. It
is unfortunate when all the candidate cares about is purely winning the election, not truly representing the students. I'm afraid
that this is all Sam Melendez
cares about.
He feels the political climate
currently is to run as an Independent, so he dropped his office
in College Democrats and tried to
burn all of his Democratic ties in
hopes of attaining a council seat.
I truly think that if Sam thought
that wearing diapers and baby
bonnets would win him the election, we'd see him in such apparel.
I think that if you're looking
for a councilman who will effectively represent your views and
will be able to work with our current leaders on behalf of students, there's no choice but one
-Todd Kleismit.
Jared Poff
Junior
The BG News:
University students founded
Take a Stand! last semester with
one goal: electing Independent
students to the First Ward and
At-Large council seats up for

IT'S HOMECOMING

John Hushes,
Molly Ringwald
Weekend
Friday & Saturday I

bryan chamber series
Chamber Music by Russian Composers

The Breakfast
Club

Works by Denisov, Rachmaninoff, Stravinsky and Zeiger

8:00 & 10:00 pm

election this November. I find it
imperative to stress the urgency
of electing Sam Melendez and
Scott DeKatch to Bowling Green
City council.
Both Melendez and DeKatch
are true Independents, who do
not - and will not succumb to
pressure from party bosses who
seemingly own a sizeable chunk
of our city.
As far as Miguel Garcia's challenge to name one landlord contributing to the Kleismit campaign goes, we'll see in November when the financial reports
come out. If Kleismit is running a
campaign even remotely similar
to his mentor, Scott Ziance,
Robert Maurer's name will be all
over his financial reports. You
check the facts at the Board of
Elections.
Scott and Sam are the best
choices for City Council because
they will represent the entire
population even-handedly, as opposed to representing a minute,
power-weilding minority, largely
comprised of landlords and lawyers.
DeKatch and Melendez took a
stand on police and fire issues

eons before Todd Wesseler or
any other candidate jumped on
the bandwagon, claiming to empathize with our hard working,
underfinanced fire department.
Will you believe party candidates who claim to be in favor of
student issues like redistricting?
Can you trust the parties to
protect local workers' jobs from
being auctioned off to cheap, outof-state firms? Do you trust them
to effectively pursue grievences
against landlords when their
campaigns have been financed

by those very realtors?
1 have known Scott and Sam for
most of my three years here in
Bowling Green and puppets-forhire they are not. They have my
unquestioned trust and confidence. They city will only reap
benefits from their presence on
council.
I would like to urge everyone
to vote intelligently on Nov. 2 and
consider it done.
James D. Smith
Senior

MAC ATTACK!
FALCON VOLLEYBALL
Plays at Home this Weekend!

FRI - OHIO - 7PM
SAT - MIAMI - 7PM
Come help the Falcons climb
to first in the MAC!

IF THE HIGH COSTS OF COLLEGE
HAVE GOT YOU DOWN,
AIM HIGH WITH AIR FORCE ROTC
College costs have never been known to go down.
But efforts to pay for your education can get a big
boost with Air Force ROTC In fact, you may be eligible
to compete for a full scholarship that will pay full college tuition, textbooks, fees and $100 each academic
month.
That's just one of the benefits available to those who
Aim High. You'll also combine the lessons of leadership
with your college degree to begin an outstanding career.
From the clay you join the Air Force, the advantages
continue to multiply. Upon graduation, you'll wear the
gold bars of an Air Force officer - and you'll discover
the prestige and respect given to proven leaders. And
the kind of opportunities available to no other graduate
will be open to .you.
It's your future, your scholarship, your decision.
Choose Air Force ROTC today.
Call
Capt. Andy Nagley
372-2176

Sixteen Candles
Sunday, October 3 ■ 8 PM ■ Bryan Recital Hall
Moore Center ■ Free Admission
Pat ol Iho tCHUKOWSKr AND THl RUSSIANS sum
sponsorod by It* Cotkgo ol Musical Arts and
Continuing Education ot 8GSU.

BffflSK

Midnight
210 MSC

Admission $1.50
Also "Madame Curie"
Free Tonight ai 8 00
m Gish R^s
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Emissions control improves Findlay couple
Wood, Lucas counties meet agency's requirements SUGS WOrKplOCG
by Leah Barnum
environment reporter
After being declared a nonattainment area by the Environmental Protection Agency for
failing to meet the government's
emissions standards in 1988,
measures show that Wood and
Lucas counties now meet emissions control standards.
The state asked the EPA Tuesday to re-designate the area as an
ozone attainment area since the
area meets the EPA's requirements regarding car and industry emissions, according to
Ed Hammett, district chief of the
Northwest district EPA
As a designated nonattainment area, the counties
would have had to implement additional industrial air control and
place vapor controls on gas
pumps, Hammett said.
The county governments
would also have had to require
auto inspections to check for certain emissions until the area met

the National Ambient Air Quality
Standards for ozone, Hammett
added.
Hammett said the district EPA
has improved on its emission
standings in Wood and Lucas
counties so that they do not need
to be declared non-attainment
areas.
"We have managed to reduce
emissions in Wood and Lucas
counties and monitors have
shown that we have met those
standards for the past three
years," Hammett said. "So we
have asked the national EPA that
we be designated as an attainment area so we don't have to
take additional measures."
However, the Toledo area is
still polluted and precautions
need to be taken to help maintain
clean air requirements, said
Karen Zoeller, director of special
events for the American Lung
Association's Northwestern
branch.
"Although it is not required
now, we still encourage people to
get their emissions checked be-

cause it affects the air that we all warming; and nitrogen oxides,
breath," she said. "Our air still which cause the brown haze seen
on the horizon in urban areas,
matters one way or the other."
Many emissions are linked to Cobb said.
ailments ranging from cancer to
Emissions also cause a ground
eye irritations, according to
Thomas B. Cobb, director of the level ozone and although ozone is
center for environmental pro- good high in the atmosphere, at
ground level it is a pollutant and
grams.
Monoxide, nitrogen oxides and makes air difficult to breathe, he
sulfur oxides are among pollu- said.
tants classified as volatile organic compounds, which are reCars can be checked for emissponsible for many health- sions for free Friday and Saturrelated, as well as pollution, day as part of "Drive Safe
Toledo." The event will take
problems, he said.
place at Anderson's General
"A lot of air pollution is created Store in Toledo, Zoeller said.
by vehicles," Cobb said. "It U
typically concentrated over popEmissions will be checked as
ulated areas."
well as brakes, fluid levels, tire
pressure, treads and other feaThe estimated number of cars
tures of automobiles pertinent to
in the United States is 1.8 per
safety, she said.
person, which is about 130 million vehicles - a number which
"I would encourage people to
can create vast amounts of VOCs,
keep their cars tuned up and
he said.
maintain the standards, minimize
Problems include carbon diox- driving and use smaller cars,"
ide, which is implicated in global Cobb said.

LSU sponsors Heritage Month
by Ginger Phillips
human diversity reporter
The Latino community is made up of people with roots stemming from several
different countries, including Mexico, the
Dominican Republic, Argentina, Puerto Rico
and many others. Although the people from
these countries are very different, they all
have one thing in common - they are "United By Diversity."
In October, the Latino Student Union will
sponsor the fourth annual "Hispanic Heritage Month; United By Diversity." The celebrative month will include speakers, a concert, a fashion show and other cultural
events.
"We just want to promote our culture,"
said Yolanda Armola, LSU adviser.
Armola said it is important that the University celebrates Hispanic Heritage month
to bring about cultural awareness of who
Hispanics are - Mexicans, Cubans and others.
The LSU was founded in the early 1970s to
educate University students, faculty and
community about the Latino community,
primarily through events such as Hispanic
Heritage Month, said Harida Fernandez,
LSU president.
"Our goal is to [inform] people about our

diverse cultures," she said. "Through food it is predominately Catholic, she said.
Or Wednesday, Oct. 6, a Cultural Fashion
is different, through music, even in language, there are some differences." There Show will take place in the Grand Ballroom
are 223 undergraduate Hispanic students at at 7:30 p.m.
the University but Hispanic Heritage Month
"The fashion show is going to emphasize
also looks outside the University, Armola costume from Mexico resembling their
different states," Fernadez said.
said.
On Monday, Oct. 11, Mexican author
"We also get the Hispanic community inJames F. Rayle will cover the topic "My
volved as well," she said.
Hispanic Heritage Month will begin on Grandfather, My Hero."
On Wednesday, Oct. 13. Ruby Nelda Perez,
Friday, Oct. 1 with a Fiesta Luncheon at
a Chicana actress, will speak on the topic of
Towers Inn from 11:30 a.m. to 1 p.m.
The luncheon will feature a welcome ad- "A Woman's Work" at 7:30 p.m. in the
dress from Mayor Wesley Hoffman and Amani.
keynote speaker Roberto Santiago, a newsOn Saturday, Oct. 16, Youth Mentor Day
paper columnist for theCleveland Plain will take place. Fernandez said LSU will
Dealer. He will speak on the topic "Black bring high school juniors and seniors to the
Skin, Latin Soul: Caught Between Two Cul- University to "give them a view of college
life."
tures."
Fernandez said luncheon guests would be
On Thursday, Oct. 21, a concert will be
served "typically Spanish food" including
given in the North East Commons featuring
tacos, enchiladas, tortillas and Spanish rice.
"We're going to have an authentic Maria- Flcr De Cana, a band which plays "a variety
chi band while people eat to get the feel of of IJI in American sounds," Fernandez said.
On Saturday, Oct. 23, the Miguel Omelas
the Latin American culture," Fernandez
Scholarship Dance will occur at Days Inn
said.
from 8 p.m. to 1 am., featuring the band
On Sunday, Oct. 3, a Spanish Mass will be
Tumbao Antillano.
held at St. Thomas More Church at 1 p.m.
"It's basically your typical mass but in
Hispanic Heritage Month will finish up in
Spanish," Fernandez said.
Chicago, III., when the organization sends 10
Although many customs of Latin Ameri- students to the United States Hispanic
cans differ, most of the Spanish community Leadership Conference.

UAA presents the walk of stars
by Larlssa Hrltsko
student government reporter
Each year Undergraduate
Alumni Association sponsors the
walk of stars, located on the
sidewalks at the Union Oval, dedicated to distinguished University alumni.
The alumni are selected each
spring by the College of Education and Allied Professions at an

announcement banquet. The painted each year in time for Union foyer.
spotlighted alumni are usually homecoming weekend. UAA then
The walk of stars has been part
still active with the University, distributes a brochure with in- of the University's homecoming
have a successful career and are formation about each featured events for approximately the
active in their home community, alumni to people attending past nine years.
according to Laron Algren, UAA homecoming festivities, she said.
"The alumni appreciate the
homecoming coordinator.
The names on this year's 26 recognition and like the fact that
"Some of the candidates this stars have been completed for they are still remembered at
year include city commissioners, the upcoming weekend, Algren their University and have ties
teachers of the year and school said. Brochures containing with it," Algren said.
district superientendents, Algren summaries about each alumni
The myths concerning the walk
said.
will be distributed at the football of stars still exsist, according to
Between 20 and 30 names are game and made available in the Laurie Ness, UAA president.

bySharlL.Veleba
courts reporter
A Findlay man and his wife have filed suit against the man's workplace after he allegedly fell into a vat of 145-degree water there.
James D. White and his wife Karen filed suit in the Wood County
Court of Common Pleas for $900,000 against The Budd Company, 100
Poe Road, North Baltimore and an unknown "John Doe" corporation,
designer of the equipment he fell off.
According to the complaint, White, who is employed as a painter at
the automotive parts company, was working inside a parts washer
chamber Oct. 1, 1991, and fell off a ramp and into an open tank of
water described to be about 145 degrees.
The suit alleges he suffered "serious and permanent injuries" and
second degree burns to his abdomen, both legs and feet because The
Budd Corp. "failed to provide suitable railings, gratings or toeboards" that could have prevented an accident. It also stated White's
resulting medical expenses totalled $75,000.
White's wife is also seeking $50,000 plus interest because she alleges she has been denied "the services and consortium" of her husband due to the accident.
James E. Yavorcik, the couple's attorney, said they have also filed a
suit in a U.S. district court against the manufacturer of the ramp
from which White allegedly fell.
"Mr. White's lawsuit is based on one or two alternative theories,"
Yavorcik said, because it has yet to be determined who is at fault The Budd Co. or the manufacturer of the ramp, a Michigan corporation.
That research would probably take about four months to complete,
he said and could result in the dismissal of the suit against The Budd
Co.
"If it is determined that the manufacturer is at fault, we would
dismiss the suit against The Budd Co.," he said. "At this time, we
don't know who designed the walkway."
Yavorcik said White is no longer receiving medical treatment for
the physical injuries that allegedly kept him hospitalized for a month
and has returned to work at The Budd Co.
White could not be reached for comment.
Gary Stephenson of The Budd Co. personnel department, would not
comment on the incident or White.
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"Challenges can be step- home" for me at the Uniping stones or stumbling versity.
Dear On the Road Again:
blocks. It's just a matter of
So glad you askedl The
how you view them." — UnHazel H. Smith Off-Campus
known
1. Help! I'm an evening Student Center is the place
person and my roommate is for you. It's located on the
a morning person. We've ground floor of Moseley
got problems.
Hall. Stop in and stay
Dear Feuding Falcons:
awhilel
4. As a commuter, I heard
Before these problems
get out of hand, we suggest I have an on-campus mailbox. Where is it?
the following:
Dear Mystery Marie:
1. Talk with your roomEvery undergraduate
mate.
2. Speak with your resi- student living off campus Is
assigned a mailbox unless
dent adviser.
3. Set up an appointment he or she requests not to
have one. The mailroom is
with the hall manager.
located in 208 Moseley Hall.
Good luck!
2. How can I be sure that The mailroom Is
I know about my major re- open 7:45 a.m. to 6:45 p.m.
quirements such as GPA, Monday through Thursday
special meetings, deadlines and 7:45 a.m. to 4:45 p.m. on
Friday.
to apply, etc. ?
5. I really don't know
Dear Take Charge Charwhat profession I want to
lie:
1. Keep all advising ma- pursue. Who can I turn to?
Dear One Life to Live
terials in one place.
Just relax and use the
2. Take a list of questions
services we have at the
to your adviser3. Read all materials University to help you. Concarefully (i.e., catalog, col- tact the Career Planning
lege handbook, check and Placement Office at 360
Student Services building,
sheets).
Remember, however, browse through the Career
that you are responsible for Resource Center, 300 Stucompleting degree re- dent Services building.
BGaSkU is a service proquirements.
3. I'm a commuter. Is vided by the University's
there a "home away from Academic Advisors.

BG vs. UT . . . SATURDAY! ... DO NOT MISS THIS ONE!!

r
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.'CAMPING!
OCT. 8-10

Hocking Hills-Primitive Campsites
Sign up in the UAO Office (330
University Union) by OCT. 6

c#*
iA

Bowl *N* Greenery

Sunday Brunch
11 a.m. - 2 p.m.
Fresh carved roast beef

$5.95
all meal cards accepted 10%
Discount with Quantum 90.
Located In the University Union

THE TANNING
CENTER
Thanks for voting us
"Wood County's Best"
Hair Unlimited
248 N.Ma in 354-1559

SouthSide Laundromat
993 S. Main 353-8826

10 visits $20
Expires 10/7/93

We honor local competitions advertised price
Your tanning professionals

-Since 1980-
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Yugoslavia-

Blotter
O Within one hour on Sept. 22
police received three separate
calls from women who claimed
someone had called them asking what kind of stockings and
underwear they wear.
O On Sept. 22 a woman called
to report that a neighbor's dog
lunges at people. According to
the police report, the neighbors
do not regularly clean up after
the dog and "the odor is sometimes bad."
O A woman called police
Thursday to report she had
received a phone call from
someone who refused to speak.
According to the police report
the woman solved the problem
by hanging up.
O On Friday John K. Byrne,
29, 211 Byall Ave., was arrested for public indecency.
According to the police report,
Byrne drove his car to a local
convenience store and "got out
of the car completely naked."
The store clerk told police he

has done this before.
d Police received a call l-'ri
day from a woman who reported a man with a blue stocking
cap on his face and tennis
shoes jumped out at her two
sons when they were walking
home from school.
O A juvenile reportedly shoplifted Friday from an area
store. According to the police
report, the youth stole a
"blinky glow light"; then tried
to return it for cash.
O On Friday someone reportedly spray-painted "acid"
on the door of the public defender's office with purple
paint.
O Daniel R. Baisch, 23,525 N.
Enterprise St., was arrested
Saturday for open container
and disorderly conduct. Baisch
was reportedly seen holding a
bottle of beer and urinating on
the side of a local bar. When
Baisch saw the officers he reportedly took off running. The

Continued from page one.

arresting officer is requesting
restitution for his duty pants
because the trousers were
damaged in the chase.
a On Saturday Shannon K.
Lewis, 20, of Dayton, was arrested for disorderly conduct
and underage consumption.
According to the police report,
Lewis was seen behind a local
funeral home with "her blue
jeans down preparing to urinate on a bush" Lewis was reportedly polite and cooperative.
O Edward D. Ebbing, 20, of
Coldwater, was arrested for
underage consumption, disorderly conduct and possession
of a false identification. He
was reportedly seen behind a
local bar urinating.
G Police received a call from
a woman reporting a group of
people were having a "singalong" in a parking lot outside
of her Lehman Avenue home.
When the officers arrived the

Sea through Croatia.
The warring sides have agreed
to at least a dozen cease-fires,
most of which rapidly disintegrated. The latest took effect
Sept. 18 and has mostly held, with
Serb forces holding their fire but
Croat and Muslim-led government forces fighting in Mostar
and central Bosnia

singers said they would call it a
night.
O On Sunday police received
a complaint from residents of a
William Street home about an
unkown woman who passed out
on their couch The residents
said they did not know the
woman and did not want her to
sleep on their couch
G According to police reports, a man called police Sunday to complain that officers
had "turned his freezer upside
down." The man reportedly
was "not happy" that this was
done.
a On Tuesday a man reportedly approached a female elementary school crossing guard
and asked her, "Do you want to
get in my car?" The girl reportedly told the man no. The
man then allegedly asked,
"What if I force you into the
car?" The girl then reportedly
told the man she would "hit
him with her pole."

Wednesday's vote signaled
frustration at perceived international inaction to protect Bosnia's
Muslims, and widespread doubt
that the plan actually would stop
the war. Most people are tired of
war, but many refugees think
they have nothing to lose by continuing to fight.

John Mills, a spokesman for international mediators Lord David Owen and Thorvald Stoltenberg, said the two men would
meet Thursday in Geneva to review the Bosnian decision.

Continued from page on*.

Continued from page one.

received a $10 discount, Jackson
said.
Haynes said he thought USG
members could have reduced the
cost by contributing some of
their own money for food instead
of having the event catered.
"Hopefully we will someday
have a president who will understand the situation and will possibly implement something like
that," he said.
The retreat budget, which was
decided upon last spring, was reduced from its original plan.
Originally, the USG retreat was
planned to take place at Maumee
Bay State Park, but the price of
$136 plus tax was too high, Luck-

ner said.
Luckner said they had planned
the retreat way in advance and
had reserved rooms for the
weekend.
"Maumee Bay is a very nice establishment and it would have
provided a proper atmosphere
for the retreat," Luckner said.
"But this money was the students' money and we decided we
couldn't use it on ourselves like
that."
However, Jackson said they
did not have rooms reserved because the resort was booked for
the weekend of the retreat.

emergency session. On Wednes- trol the parliament building.
day, only about 100 remained.
Weapons are constantly in view.
Many carried sidearms. Some A sniper's nest has been estabof the lawmakers and their vol- lished on the roof of the riverunteer defenders were seen front building.
drinking heavily, although the
Yeltsin trucked in special redalcohol seemed to be running out. beret paratroopers late Tuesday
to beef up the riot police deThey remained defiant, and ployed round-the-clock outside
lawmakers told journalists parliament. Snow and rain drenWednesday that 180,000 support- ched Moscow as police stopped
ers will soon be marching on the anyone entering the building.
White House to rescue them.
Deputy Security Minister SerKhasbulatov has said he will gei Stepashin told the
fight to the end. White House de- Trudnewspaper that the governfenders claim the grounds have ment was in full control of the
been mined to prevent attack.
situation in the country.
Inside, a few hundred volunteer defenders continue to pa-
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Black Swamp Outfitters
140 South River Road • WatervUle, Ohio 43566

878-3700
15 minutes North of BGSU
Rt. 64 to Waterville

cnnDT
SPORT
SANDALS
ON SALE!!

There are about 10,000 U.N.
peacekeepers in BosniaHerzegovina, but Western
leaders estimate implementation
of a peace plan would require
about 50,000 more.
The war, now in its 18th month,
began after Bosnia's Muslims
and Croats voted to secede from
Serb-dominated Yugoslavia, a
move opposed by the Serbs.

The Battle of Northwest Ohio!

7

VS.

SATURDAY 1:30!
RIGHT HERE AT PERRY STADIUM!

♦♦♦♦♦♦♦»♦

Beer at State
Minimum Prices

Deli Trays
Snacks

SAVE $10.00

YOUR ONE STOP SHOP FOR:
BACKPACKING
CAMPING
CANOEING
KAYAKING
HIKING
X-C SKIING
All Backpacks & Sleeping Bags on Sale!

Store Hours:

Ganic said Bosnia wants assurance the international community would guarantee the survival
of a truncated Bosnian ministate.

GOOD LUCK FALCONS!

The Canoe Shop 1MM
--

The Bosnian government
hopes that international sanctions against Serbia, which backs
Serb fighters in Bosnia, will
make the Serbs willing to compromise, and that Croatia will
focus on its dispute with its own
Serb minority rather than backing Croats in Bosnia.

"We survived Hitler in the last
war, we'll survive this," declared
58-year-old Sabeheta Smajic, a
refugee from Serb-held Visegrad
in eastern Bosnia

Yeltsin

USG

"Obviously, we are very concerned for the future of the people of Bosnia-Herzegovina if
there isn't a settlement going into
this winter," Mills said.

Monday - Thursday
Friday - Sunday

The Supermarket with Homegrown Values
For All Your Homecoming Needs!
6 a.m. - 1 a.m. Daily

10-7

1141 S. Main, B.G.

10-6

Next to Kmart

354-2526

10% OFF ANY NON-SALE GEAR W/BGSU I.D.
Come Join the Fun

NO OUT OF POCKET EXPENSE

r COME JOIN
OUR OFFICE POLICY
IF YOU HAVE OUALIFYING HEALTH INSURANCE.WE
WILL ACCEPT WHATEVER YOUR PLAN PAYS AS
PAYMENT IN FULL.. YOU DON'T EVEN HAVE TO PAY
YOUR DEDUCTIBLE OR CO-PAYMENT BECAUSE WE
ARE WILLING TO ASSUME THEM.
THIS MEANS
TREATMENT WONT COST YOU ANYTHING OUT OF
YOUR POCKET.

OCTOBER
AFFORDABLE CHIROPRACTIC CLINIC
BURGER OF THE MONTH...
TRIPLE CHEESEBURGER
$1.49
THROUGH OCTOBER 31
ALSO
DOUBLE CHEESEBURGER
.99*
THROUGH OCTOBER 21
REGISTER TO WIN
5 FREE TRIPLE CHEESEBURGERS
OR
5 FREE DOUBLE CHEESEBURGERS
TWO WINNING NAMES WILL BE
DRAWN ON SATURDAY. OCT. 16.
ENTRY DEADLINE DATE IS
FRIDAY. OCT. 15.
CLIP YOUR REGISTRATION BLANK
AND ENTER AT THE EAST WOOSTER ST.
MCDONALD'S.®

Illl II \
UAO is looking
for energetic and
creative people to
join one of our 14
exciting
committees!!
Come into our
office 3rd floor
University Union
and fill out a
membership form
today. Then you
too can "Come
Join the Fun!"
Questions? Call
372-2343
Come Join the Fun

NAME:
ADDRESS:
PHONE:
NEED NOT BE PRESENT TO WIN
NO PURCHASE NECESSARY TQ ENTER
YOUR FRIENDS AT MCDONALD'S
1470 E. Wooster St.

BG.
UT.

ENOUGH
SAID.

1072 N. MAIN

*

354-6166

;Jili«! ii!iii!ii.,.N\,i.

D.RAVASIO, D.C. • DR. L. FOSTER, D.L.

II
BAR
QUIZ
/HAT DO YOU
WHAT
YOU WANT?
WB

would Iftelo hear your otfrfors m B.E.'$ffla-Ctute! So, wfiy not take 1 IBW minutes and share your thoughts witti us. On 1
tod of 1 to 5, how would you rail the Wowing, In order of Importanca, when selecting 1 nfls-dub?
(1 least important—_J most Important)

1
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.
F.
G.
H.

2

3

4

Location
Atmosphere
Entertainment
(ex. pool, darts)
Music
(D.J., juke box, karoake)
Cleanliness
Live Music
Friendly Service
Prices
1. Happy Hour
2. Cover Charge
3. Drink Prices

What typt of music do you Ike to hoar whan outf
What Is It that brings you Into s particular nits spot snd hoops you coming back?
What, It any suggestione do you have to Improve on what B.e.'i nits-dubs have to otlarT

lex
Optional: Ago
Hrviyi CM M tnm* «n « *• l*wKf (KIOMM: MMH«TTffl,Fre£M,
a* Mow aaaj SOUND, contra cwu, sen en en BOOKSTORE •* TK IS NEWS omct
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Rugby team hammers weekend foes
Falcons outscore four opponents 158-10, can clinch tourney bid with next win
The BG No../Bill Dcrmwly, Jr.

i

M

BG wing Kurt Bittner tries to go over the top of a Dayton scrum half In last week's competition. The
rugby team moved Its record to 16-1 this weekend and needs just to beat Kent this Saturday to clinch a
spot In the Regional tournament.
Mil IN If IS
[All A [«l
Ulf A SIAIO

c&fer, &auland effiary

by Carl Larlccia
sports writer
Apparently someone has neglected to tell the BGSU rugby
team that it is enduring a rebuilding year.
Michigan state champion Ferris State, Hiram college and Ohio
State-Marion became the latest
victims of a squad that is quickly
showing signs of becoming a
national final four contender.
The Falcons swept Ferris State
with scores of 25-5 and 29-5 and
then shut out Hiram College 71-0
and OSU-Marion 33-0.
The Ferris win gives BG two of
the three victories it needs (the
other was over Purdue) to guarantee the Falcons a slot in the
Midwest Regional of the national
championship.
"We need to beat Kent this
weekend to cement a spot in the
Midwest," stated Falcon coach
Roger Mazzarella. "A loss to
Kent could leave us on the sideline in November."
That hardly seems possible
after watching the Falcons methodically dissect the Michigan
state cliamplon Bulldogs this
past weekend. Wing Kurt Bittner
opened the scoring with a
50-yard jaunt down the sideline
to put BG out in front 5-0.
Eight-man Bryan Pennix followed up Bittner's score with a
pushover try less than five
minutes later. This was followed
by a try by center Brad Rohlfs on

The Battle of Northwest Ohio !

a crashback run that saw him
roar 35 yards untouched Into the
end zone.
"The pushover try broke our
spirit but the crashback by their
center broke our backs," Ferris
captain Todd King said. "We
were playing to contain the BG
wings on the outside and that just
left the whole middle of our defense vulnerable to that kind of
play."
In the second half Tom Clark
added to BG's total with a try and
Bittner added his second to make
the final 2S-5.
"We came down here to find
out how good we were," King
said. "I guess we have a couple of
things to work on."
Mazzarella saw some room for
improvement from his own
squad as well.
"The first team has scored 17
tries In the last three weeks and
we have made the conversion
kick on only three of those," he
said. "All the kickers look fine in
practice but then we come out
during the game and smell the
place up."
Mazzarella predicted that
without improvement in BG's
goal kicking, the club might lose
an important match down the
road.
In the second match, fly half
Devon Dickinson led the charge
with 24 points on a try, a penalty
field goal and three conversions.
Wing Brian Self, scrum half
Brian Barberic and rookie Rich
McKinney all scored tries as the
Falcons dumped the Bulldogs by
a 29-5 score.
The nearly 300 spectators were
then treated to a track meet on
the rugby pitch as the Falcons
shut out Hiram College 71-0.

Fly half Bill Watson put himself in the Falcon record book
with a 26-point performance on a
two-try, eight-conversion kick
effort. After being plucked off
the Falcon fourth team, flanker
Dan Kelley rewarded BG's
coaches with a three-try hat
trick.
Scrum half Brian Keefe added
a pair of tries and backs Josh
Miller, Val Nguyen and T.R.
Schmitt, along with eight-man
Brian Bradley all scored on solo
efforts.
After edging OSU-Marion last
week, the Falcons spanked the
branch school 33-0 this week.
Wing Paul Tod again led the scoring with a try and four conversion kicks. Rookie backs Jason
King and Kurt George added
their first career tries in the shutout.
This week the Falcons, now
16-1, will host Kent in a crucial
Ohio Collegiate Conference
match. Historically speaking, it
would be easy to overlook the
significance of the match. BG
holds a 79-7-1 lifetime advantage
over the Golden Flashes and has
not lost to Kent since 1973.
"Kent used to be a breather
weekend for us but not anymore," Mazzarella said. "Last
spring we won 7-5 and
a year
ago we needed sudden death
overtime to win. They have a new
coach and he's got them whipped
into a frenzy over their record
with BG.
"To be honest, I'm afraid that
they may have the horses this
year."
A victory assures the Falcons
of a spot in the Midwest regional,
according to Mazzarella. "A loss,
and it becomes a crap shoot."

I5*»»???f?f?f »»•>»»•>*>•>•>•>»>»»■> ■>»»•>»■>»#»«>«>»»■

Barbecue Rib Night

vs.

FALCONS
An Evening With
PETER, PAUL, AND MARY
November 6, 1993
8:00PM
Anderson Arena
Bowling Green State University
A limited number of $10 Upper Bleacher seats arc still available for the
Parents' Weekend Concert. Tickets may be purchased at the University
Activities Office in the University Union or by mail. Mail orders must
include S2.00 for postage and handling and should be sent to:
Peter, Paul, and Mary Concert
University Activities Organization
University Union, Bowling Green State University

ROCKETS

►

H

Thursday 7:30 -10:00 p.m.

SATURDAY!
:30 p.m. - Perry Stadium
FOR TICKET INFORMATION. .. CALL 372 - 2762

►•

><

►•

Full Slab with
Baked Potato $9.95
Half Slab with
Baked Potato $5.95

WIN A TRIP TO IAS VEGAS AT THE GAMBJ
The following nrirse will be tlven away »t llalftlmt;
1. TRIP FOR TWO TO THE 1993 LAS VEGAS BOWL.
2. 100 GALLONS OF GASOLINE FROM BARNEY'S
3. A YEAR'S WORTH OF FREE VIDEO RENTAL AT BARNEY'S
T» lattr, nplslerat 0H ftmiMitt^im Mm Ou ttcwti iiuritr In ttu etatKtm.
Winners will be drawn at haUtimt.

H

Falcon's Nest

O

Sponsored by RARNEYS
Season Sponsors: FoodTown, Pepsi - Cola, Wal*Mart

DO NOT MISS THIS ONE!

Bowling Crcen, Ohio 43403

»•
»<

372-2641

*<
»•

UNIVERSITY UNION
BOWLING GREEN STATE UNIVERSITY

TTTTTTTTTTTTTTTT liiiiiiiil

■

*

*

*

*

*

HOME FALCON VOLLEY BALL FRIDAY & SATURDAY, 7 P.M.

Falcon Tailgate Party!
Starting at 11 a.m.
BGSU Sweatshirts, T - Shirts, and Hats!
Sewn on and Embroidered Lettering.
(Good Quality, Good Prices, Speedy Service)

Collegiate Connection
531 Ridge Street
(Across from Mac West)

M-F
Sat.
Sun.

10-8
10-5:30
12-5

Prior to Every Home Game.

Giveaways!
Mountain Bike
Snapple

Inflatable Raft

From BG Ribs & Steaks
At The Days Inn

The first 250 people will receive a free Snapple fruit drink!
Bratwursts and Hotdogs on the outdoor
grill in The Days Inn parking lot.

MTURAl KVtfUMI

*

Broadcast Live on

Snapple

,\E\X1<>VE
iSSxjfetfiS.'
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The BC News

Pair of White Sox win
end-of-year awards
As the regular season winds
down, the only pennant race left
in Major League Baseball Is between the Atlanta Braves and the
San Francisco Giants.
How invigorating for American League fans.
Thus, with just a week remaining in a campaign that seems to
have started only a week or so
ago (RIGHT!), we shall let the
Braves and Giants battle it out
and announce my picks for the
annual American League postseason awards. Here goes:
AL Rookie of the Yean Starting
with an absolute no-brai ner, how
convenient. Wayne Kirby and
Rich Amaral, two veteran minorleaguers, finally got their chance
in "The Bigs' and have had solid
seasons for the Indians and Mariners, respectively.
Neither of them, however,
could even carry the gym bags of
California's Tim Salmon. His
numbers, despite the seasonending injury, are extremely impressive and wins the award going away.
AL Cy Young: This is a highlycontested award year in and year
out, and 1993 is no different.
Jimmy Key of the Yankees appeared to be a shoo-in at the allstar break, but he and his Yankee
mates faded late, along with his
chance for the hardware. Kevin
Appier leads the league in ERA
and has 17 victories, but he needs
a little more of a supporting cast
to contend.
Randy Johnson has turned into
the most dominating and feared
pitcher in the game (ask John
Kruk), but his fragile ego conflicts with his enormous size
(6'10") and ability (301

strikeouts, third in innings
pitched, three shutouts). If he
ever figures out that his stuff is
nearly unhittable when his head
is in the same area code as his
arm, he will be a left-handed Nolan Ryan.
The winner: Jack McDowell of
the Chicago White Sox. Although
his talent is less than that of

many of the other pitchers in the
league (3.40 ERA, 10 losses), he
leads the Junior Circuit in wins
with 22 and shutouts with four.
Most importantly, though, is the
fact that he has led the Palehose
to their first Western Division
championship since 1983.
AL Most Valuable Player: As
with the Cy, this is another difficult call. Juan 'Gone'zalez, Junior
(enough said) and Albert Belle
put on a show in Camden Yards
at the All-Star break and in every
other park during the year, but
still have to prove they can bring
their teams a pennant.
Paul Molltor has gone unnoticed by many, but he has put up
the best numbers of his career
and ones that arc comparable
with those of anyone else: .332
Avg., 118 runs, league-leading

BG NEWS SPORTS

204 hits. However, the criteria
for being the Most Valuable
Player Isn't just numbers, but the
importance of a player to his
team. Molitor's supporting cast
alone doesn't allow him to win.
Unfortunately, the same can be
said for John Olerud. There is no
doubt his numbers are extraordinary (1st in batting avg., doubles and on-base pet.), but his
late-season crash from the .400
plateau combined with being
surrounded by mister's Alomar,
Carter, White and Molitor lead to
a close second-place finish.
The winner: Frank Thomas of
the Chicago White Sox. "The Big
Hurt' did just that to the pennant
hopes of Kansas City and Texas
with his second-half assault on
American League pitching. His
numbers: .316 avg., 41 HR, 126
RBI, 106 runs, .606 slugging pet.
And what made his season even
more impressive was the fact
that Robin Ventura had a very
disappointing season batting behind him and George Bell and
Tim Raines both missed extended periods of time. All of this and
still a divisional championship. I
can see the smile on the faces of
those Reebok representatives
from here.
Russ Eckard is a sports columnist for The News who would
like to wish dreadful luck on all
the fair-weather bozos in that
ugly, over-sized balloon I had the
misfortune of visiting, unsuccessfully, for the second year in a row
in Indianapolis.
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Scoreboard
COLLEGE
Football

Friday-Sunday, Od. 1-3
Akron at Coastal Carolina Tournament
(Conway. S.C.)
Saturday, Od. 2
Miami al Western Michigan

MAC Standings
Western Mien.
Ball Saw
Toledo
Akron
Central Mich.
Bowling Green
Eastern Men.
Miami
Kent
Ohio U.

W
2
i
1
2
1
0
0
0
0
0

L
0

Lawrence Tech at Eastern Michigan
Sunday, Oct. 1
Marquerte al Bowling Green
W L T
2 2 0
0

Pet.
1.000
1.000

1.000
500
.000
000
000
.000
.000

3
2
2
2
3
4

Toledo 28, Ohio U. 10
Western Michigan 17. Miami. Ohio 0
Non-conference
Navy 27. Bowling Green 20
Michigan St 48, Contra I Mich. 34

Toledo at Bowling Green
Ball State at Central Michigan
Eastern Michigan at Miami
Western Michigan at Kent
Non-conference
Akron at Army
Ohio U at Virginia

through Wodnotday

MAC Standings
Turn (Oyinll)

W

L-

4
4
3
2
1
1
1
1
1
0

0
0
1
1
1
2
3
3
3
3

I

through Tumtday

L.

0
0
0
0
1
1

74
75
77
82

.529 9
.522 10
.510 12
461 16.5

66 92 416 265
W
90
83
61
79
69
68

1
67
74
77
76
66
89

Pet.
.573
.529
.513
.503
439
433

GB
7
9.5
11
21
22

67 90 427 23

I

0
0
0
0
0
0

W L Pel
96 61 .611
90 67 573
65 72 .541 11
61 77 .513 155
72 85 459 24
64 93 .408 32
54 103 .344 42
Weal
W L
10057
1O057
82 75
60 77
71 87
66 92
60 98

Pet GB
.637
637
522 18
.510 20
449 29.5
.416 345
.380 405

Wednesday's Osmes
Colorado (Bottenfieirj 5-10) at San Francisco
(Torres 3-3). 4:05 p.m.
Montreal (Nabhott 8-8) at Florida (Hammond
11-11). 7:35 p.m.
Philadelphia (Greene 16-3) at Plnsburgh
(Walk 12-14), 735 p.m.
Houston (DraDek 9-17) at Atlanta (Glavlne
20-6). 7:40 p m
SI. Louis (Cormier 7-6) al New York (Jones 24), 7:40 p.m.
Cincinnati (Pugn 9-15) at San Diego
(Sanders 32). 10:05 p.m

TAKE THE KEYS
CALL A CAB.
1AKE A STAND.

RALLIES IN OHIO
SUNDAY OCTOBER 3 - 6:30 PM ET
Cleveland, Ohio

Homecoming '93

Racism in our society is in crisis
proportions and must be addressed.
This week at Campus Expressions
come express your feelings, fears,
and solutions to racism. Come and
help society reduce racism to the
point of exinction through
knowledge. FREE mock tails, provided
by P.A.R.T.Y., while they last.
Thursday, September 30 from 9 P.M.
until Midnight in the Bowl N'
Greenery. Hope to see you there!!

• Don't Forget the 1993 Homecoming Parade
tonight at 6:00 pm, starting at the Ice Arena.
• Then, immediately following the parade, there
is the pep rally/ bonfire at College Park. The
1993 Homecoming King and Queen will be
announced.
• There are only two more days to get your
Homecoming T - Shirts and color change mugs. H
Available today at the Education Overhang
from 10:00 am - 4:00 pm
Homecoming '93

63
82
80
76

Five players will be missing
from this Saturday's Bowling
Green (1-2) versus Toledo (2-1)
game, however. Falcon coach
Gary Blackney can rest easy because for a change it won't be one
of his.
The Falcons, who lost to Navy
last week 27-20 with a depleted
team, will not have to face Toledo's Casey McBeth, the premier
running back in the MidAmerican Conference.
McBeth, the MAC'S leading
rusher with 371 yards in three
games, severely sprained his left
ankle yesterday during practice
in a routine contact drill. Rockets
coach Gary Pinkel said.
The extent of the injury, or
how long McBeth will be out, will
not be determined until more
tests our done.
Terrence Mays, a sophomore
transfer from Kansas, will replace McBeth in the backf ield.
Four other Rocket starters are
also hobbling and are doubtful
for Saturday's key matchup in
Bowling Green.
Outside linebacker John Formentin (torn knee ligaments), defensive tackle Terry Jackson
(sprained left knee), H-back Tom
Boyd (sprained ankle) and tight
end Steve Rosi (sprained right
knee) are all doubtful.
Rosi will be available for long
snapping duties.
"Casey was hurt during a routine contact drill that we do
every day," UT coach gary Pinkel said. "Unfortunately injuries
are a part of football and you just
have to work through them."

ROSS PEROT
The Racism Reduction center Hosts;

Homecoming 93

Atlanta
San Francisco
Houston
Los Angeles
Cincinnati
Colorado
San Diego

Soccer
1
1
0
0
0
0

65 73 .536 7.5

East
Philadelphia
Montreal
Si. Louis
Chicago
Pmsourgn
Florida
New York

Saturday's Games
Maml at Bowling Green
Akron at Central Michigan
Kent at Eastern Michigan
Ohio at Toledo
Ball State vs Northeast Illinois (al Butler)
Ball State at Butler
Notre Dame at Western Michigan

H

W I Pet GB
92 65 586 •--

National League

Friday's Qamoa
Ohio at Bowling Green
gotre Dame at Ball Stale
Kent at Central Michigan
Akron at Eastern Michigan
Aaml at Toledo
Chicago Stale at Western Michigan

Bowling Green (6-1-0)
W. Michigan (6-2-0)
3 Miami (5-2-1)
Akron (2-3-1)
5. E. Michigan (5-2-0)
C.Michigan (0-6-1)

Toronto
New York
Baltimore
Detroit
Boston
Cleveland
Milwaukee

Wednesdays' Oames
Mew York. (Key 17-6) at Baltimore (Moyer 126), 7:35 p.m.
Detroit (Doheny 14-11) at Boston (Darwin (1511). 7:35 p.m.
California (Magrane 3-2) at Minnesota
(Enduon 6-19). 8«S p.m.
Seattle (Bosk) 9-9) at Chicago (McDowell 2210). 6:05 p.m.
Toronto (Guzman 14-3) at Milwaukee (Mranda
4 5), 8 05 p.m
Oakland (Downs 5-9) at Texas (Dreyer 2-2),
6:35 p.m.
Cleveland (Mesa 10-12) al Kansas City
(Pichardo 7-8). 8:35 p.m

Volleyball

i

Eaet

West

Saturday, Oct. 2

I. Ball State (7-2)
Kern (7-4)
3. E.K*chigan(l3-2|
4. Bowling Green (5-5)
5 Miami (2-8)
1. Akron (7-5)
7 C. Michigan (9-4)
Ohio (7-7)
W. Michigan (2-8)
10. Toledo (7-5)

by Aaron Dorksen
sports editor

American League

Chicago
Texas
Kansas City
Seattle
California
Minnesota
Oakland

12,000 readers
can't be wrong!
Homecoming '93

0
0
0
0
0
0

Last Saturday's results

Turn <o««rill)

Detroit al Central Michigan

BASEBALL
through Tuoodsy

.667

Five UT
players to
miss game

i

/T
J^C

International Exposition Center
East on 480. South on 237 Berea Freeway. Right on
Exposition Center Drive Just South of
Cleveland Hopkins International Airport

Plenty Free Parking and Seating
Come learn how you can get your government
back to the people, reduce the deficit; balance the
budget create jobs; eliminate fraud, waste, and
corruption, and ELIMINATE FROM OFFICE the
politicians who cause it.

HOME SWEET HOME!
HOME FALCON FOOTBALL SATURDAY!

Kappa Kappa Gamma

lean's List Spring 199*?

Northwestern College of Chiropractic
is now accepting applications lor its next three entering classes.
(April 1994, September 1994, January 1995)

General requirements at time of entry include:
• Approx. 2-3 years of college in a a life or health science degree program.
• A minimum G.P.A. of 2.5. A more competitive G.P.A. is favored.
• A personal interest in a career as a primary care physician.
Northwestern offers:
• A professional school of 500 students with student faculty ratio of 12:1.
• A well-rounded education in Basic and Clinical Sciences, Diagnosis, X-ray,
and Chiropractic.
• Full accreditation by North Central Association of Colleges and Schools
and the Council on Chiropractic Education.

4&tk CiMl-WMK4777or
i\U); Write: Director of Admissions
*9rJP

2501 Wol 84th Stiwt. Minntipolis. MN 5S43I

THE FALCONS CAN SETA MAC RECORD WITH A WIN!

BOWLING GREEN VS. TOLEDO
Saturday, October 2 -1:30 p.m.
WIN A TRIP TO LAS VE6AS AT THE GAME!
The following prizes win be given away at Hatftlme:
1. TRIP FOR TWO TO THE 1993 LAS VEGAS BOWL.
2.100 GALLONS OF GASOLINE FROM BARNEY'S.
3. A YEAR'S WORTH OF FREE VI0E0 RENTAL AT BARNEY'S.
To enter, just register al the game anytime before the second quarter on
the east or west side concourse. Winners wil be dram at haHKm.
Sponsored by BARNEYS
Call 372-2762 today tor tickets
SEASON SPONSORS: Food Town. Pepsi-Cola, Wal'Mart

THE FALCONS ARE WOOD COUNTY'S TEAM!

KarlnBeil
Jen Fantuz
Molly Egan
Tamara Eggert
Julie Harris
Linda Hessler
Karen Janos
Jackie Koesters
* Tina Lear
Kim McClurg
Janie Melley
Robin Montri
Mary Ann Prohaska
Amy Schermer
Sharon Seifert
Missy Vernon
* Denotes 4.0

-£

Classifieds
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CAMPUS EVENTS
* Attention Snow Skiers ■
The Ski Team will have an
Info Meeting • Oct 5
101 BA at 9PM
Thil meeting is tor all levels ol racing. Any
quetpons? Call 354 5306
Attenllon Creative Writing MaJonVMInore
Tontght, Thursday. Sept 30
Undergrowth Mealing
305 UNVH 8 00 pm
Planning for 25th anniversary
of BGSU Creative Writing Program
AUCTION
The University Dance Alliance 3rd annual
dance/sport wear auction is open to all who
are interested 206 Eppler N. 8:30pm. Thurs
Sfp: 30:^ FREE FOOD"1? 4370. questions
BGSU Club Hockey
Mandatory Informational Meeting
Oct. 4.9pm ai Ice Arena Lounge
For more information call John al 352-3015
Campus Expressions
Racism Reduction Center
Tonight. Thursday. Sept. 30
Bowl 'n Greenery 9 pm
Educate Yourself
Gay and Lesbian Christian Support, an
inter-denominational support group sharing life
experiences and social aciivit.es Mondays
8 30 pm, St Thomas More
Heyl The Philosophy Club is having yet another wiid-n-wacky meeting this Monday at
600 pm in 301 Shatzel This week's mindboggling
topic: (which can be picked up In 328 Shatzel) Various States of Meditation. Think
about III
Plan to Participate
in the
Minority Career Institute
Look for furlher mformabon in your mailboxCarrer Placement Office 372 2356
REGISTERTOVOTE!
Mon. Sept. 27-Fn. Oct. 1
9a.m. to5pm.
Look tor the VOTE'table
at the Education Building.
Snapshots
Today 11:00-2 00 & 4:30 6:30
Double Burger. Chicken Hoagie or BLT.
fnes and 24 oz. pop: S2.99
Double Burger, Chicken Hoagie or BLT.
fries, bowl of soup and 24 02 pop: S3.99
In Commons. Harshman, Kreischer
and McDonald Dining Halls.
SPORT MANAGEMENT ALLIANCE MEETING THURS. SEPT. 30. 7:30 TAFT ROOM
(UNION). GUEST SPEAKERS: BGSU SMD
MAJORS WHO HAVE DONE OR ARE CURRENTLY DOING INTERNSHIPS.
- PLEASE 0RESS PROFESSIONALLY IT'S NEVER TOO LATE TO JOIN SMA
STUDENTS FOR DEMOCRATIC
LEADERSHIP
first meeting tonight
9PM, 111 BA
THE PEACE INITIATIVE
ORGANIZATION
Interested in resolving
international conflicts
through
dialogue, analysis & research?
If SO call Solomon 352-6775
orCaru-353-6812
Open to ail Grads A Undergrads

Lost: A yellow computer disc container with 4
computer discs inside Possibly lost in library
computer lab. Reward if returned. Call
352-6423.
LOST. Baseball mm. Sunday 9.26
Please call 372 3445
REWARD"!

SERVICES OFFERED
PREGNANT?
We can help. FREE & CONFIDENTIAL pregnancy tests, support A information. BG Prog
nancy Center Call 354-HOPE
Royal Cleaning Services lor your home.
Thorough, reliable, expenenced & insured.
Free estimates 353-2008
SKYDIVE now. 10 minutes from BGSU Visa &
MasterCard accepted. Student group disco,ms SKYUIVEBG 352-5200
Word Processing-Resumes. Term Papers,
Thesis. Dissertations on laser pnnter.
Call 352-8705 (9 to 9|

KLEISMfT KOUMTOOWN
First We/d City Council
Candidate TODO KLEISMTT
Wants lo remind students
that only 4 days remain
to register to vote Nov. 2
This >s a paid political advertisement.
National Oil Company seeks Marketing major
to visit regional stations to assess customer
service and gasoline quality. Co-op will use
company van Deadline fast approaching'Contact Co-op Program for details. 2-2451. 238
Admin. Bldg
OMEGA PHI ALPHA
The Sisters of O Phi A wish to congratulate our
Fall pledges on their Initiation. Good luck and
havefunll
OMEGA PHI ALPHA
Phi Psi' KD' Phi Psi
We would like to thank the handsome men ol
Phi Kappa Psi lor the wonderful kissing carnations. Love. The sisters of Kappa Delia
Precious Moments 10% OH
everyday at
Pills N Packages
111 Railroad St. BG. 352-1693

PERSONALS

' Co-op Students *
Deadlines for Spring positions
an, rapidly approachlngl
YOU MUST COME IN 4
sign up tor the ones you
want to apply for.
238 Ad. Building
■DO IT NOW! I*
"TAILGATE PARTY"
Pnzes - Free Snappk*
Days Inn Parking Lot
Saturday 11 AM
Broadcast Live WFOB 1430AM
— FREE BEER —
Call 353-8005 i! you were at Hampton Inn over
Spnng Break in PCB 93 lor details. Ask for Jen
or Nat
ALPHA LAMBDA DELTA
Are YOU a member ol ALD? Want to be
aTUTOR? II so. stop by 425 Student Services
and nil out an application ASAPI (Looks great
on a resume .) Any questions? Call
Amy-372-5548 or Karen 354-1117.
ALPHA PHI ALPHA PHI
Congratulations to Jenniler Harris and GregRoid on their recent engagement Good luck
in the luture. You two are great'!
Alpha Phi-Love. Jen
ALPHA PHI ALPHA PHI

Alpha Phi Alpha Phi Alpha Phi Alpha Phi
LORI FIELDS
You are doing a great job
with Homecoming!
Keep up the good work.
Love.
Lir Melissa & Grand lit' Enn
Alpha Phi Alpha Phi Alpha Phi Alpha Phi
Alpha Phi Lir Cher
Congratulations • I'll see you
Saturday on the field
Love. Big Jodi
ATTN: FRESHMEN-JUNIORS
CUT YOUR EDUCATIONAL FINANCIAL AID.
MINIMUM FOR DETAILS CALL COLLEGE
AID LOCATORS. 800 834-2549 EXT 10

SIGMA DELTA PI os invita a una reunion el d>a
manes. 5 de octubre a las 9:00 de la noche. en
Shatzel Hall 217. Miemoros y estudiantes
tnteresados, t>envenidos. (Puden Uamar a
372-8069).
SK ' Amanda Callahan ' SK
The sisters of Sigma Kappa would like to congratulate Amanda Callahan on winning her
Hometown Pageant and becoming Honeybee
Queen.
SK ' Amanda Callahan' SK
SK * Houseboya ■ SK
The women of Sigma Kappa would like lo express their warmest gratitude to Man Kennedy
and Seth Rings for the excellent job you are doing as ourhouseboysl
SK * Houteboye ' SK
SK ' Joan Holmee * SK
Sigma Kappa would lik to congratulate Joan
Holmes on being Sister of the Week
SK ' Joan Holmes* SK
Students - Faculty - Alumni
CAR WASH"II
Fnday. October 1
2:00- 6 00atKrogers
By Donation
Fashion Merchandising Association
The brothers ol Pi Kappa Phi are proud to welcome our new Sweetheart into our brotherhood. Congratulations is at hand to Lauren
MacDonald.
THINKING ABOUT INTERNING WITH
THE WASHINGTON CENTER?
Get professional experience in D.C.II
Come & hear
Washington Center's President Bill Burke
Thursday. Sepiember 30th
4:00 PM
114 Education Bldg
Call Co-op Program 2-2451 lor details)

TONIGHT II Campus Expressionsll 9 pm unbl
Midnight in the Bowl N' Greenery. Tonight's
host is the Racism Reduction Center. Join
us as we try to reduce racism to the point
of extinction through knowledge.
ZBTKDZBTKDZ8T
Thanks to our awesome Greek Olympiad
Coaches. Jeff and Chad. Well beat 'em next
yearl Love. Michelle. Jen, Sarah. Emily.
Teresa. Tern. and Amssa
ZBTKDZBTKDZBT

TUCKER SPEAKS!

Battle ol NW Ohio Saturday I
BG VS. UT!
Home Sweet Homel

COME HEAR R.K. TUCKER SPEAK AT THE
IPC CLUB THURSDAY. SEPTEMBER 30TH
7 30PMRM10O9BA

BGVS.UT!
SATURDAY 1:30 PM J
17 Straight!

WANTED

INTRAMURAL ENTRIES DUE Fraternity Ice
HockeyOd. 4. ALL ENTRIES DUE IN 130
FIELD HOUSE BY 4:00 PM ON DUE DATE

Female roommate needed to share modern
apartment with skylight. $167.50 per mo. Close
to campus. Please call Kim at 352-4474.

We here ai WFALwant you to SHOW US
WHAT YOU GOT. GRAB YOUR BALLS AND
WHACK 'EM- 4 man goir scramble at BG
Country Club Oct 9 Shotgun start at 1:00 pm.
$20 for students $25 for non-students. Greens
fees, food, prizes & kegs Included. Call
372-8658 for more Info. LOOK FOR ENTRY
FORM IN TODAY'S PAPER
Proceeds benefit The Link

LOST & FOUND
FOUND CATII
Grey & white Persian found in BG. Call Knsten
or Sandra al 352 7764
LOST: A pair ol black framed glasses. Lost m
Rec Center Men's locker room. Please call
372-4583 il found.
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KAPPA DELTA
Sister of the Week
Lori Benninghofl
Congratulations!
Time Out for Catholicism
Wondering it you really are Catholic?
Interested in |ust knowing a little more?
Returning to active membership?
Join "Time Out tor Catholicism"
al St. Thomas More
Six Mondays ol informal discussions
beginning October 4.7:30 p.m.

Men's Club Volleyball Tryouts
Monday 4th. Tuesday 5th. & Thursday 7th
At the Field House ■ 9:00PM

i; t; t' I; i; t; t; i; i, i. i, i. i, i, i. i, i. i. i. L_JJ

Howards Club H
pyiTrppjiIipppIirrT'iiiiiiiiiiii.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i;!;!;!:!;!:!;!;!

NEEDED BASSIST AND SINGER
MALE or FEMALE for
ALTERNATIVE BAND
Leave Message 352-6527
Non-smoking female student wanted
to share 1 bedroom apt. Call
352-7799.
Travel Freel Sell quality vacations for the most
reliable Spring Break Company! Cancun. Jamaica. S. Padre Island. Florida. Best commissions/service. Call Sun Splash Tours
1-800 426-7710.

$$ CRUISE & TRAVEL JOBS
EARN
$2500/MO & TRAVEL THE WORLD FREE*
(CARIBBEAN. EUROPE. HAWAII. ASIA!)
CRUISE LINES NOW HIRING FOR BUSY
HOLIDAY. SPRING & SUMMER SEASONS
GUARANTEED EMPLOYMENT' CALL (919)
929 3139.
CRUISE SHIPS NOW HIRINQEarn up to
$2.000wmonth * world travel (Hawaii, Mexico, the Caribbean, etc.) Summer and Career
employment available. No experience necessary. For more information call
1 206-634 0468 e«lC5S44
CS/MIS Junlom. NCR In Dayton wants Interns for Spring 1994. Good Pay!! Good Experienced Housing available. Call 372-2451
or stop by 238 Admin. Bldg.
Data Entry
Must have knowledge of keyboard. No telemarketing or customer contact. 3
am - 8 am, Mon-Fn Must be able to commit for
1 -2 months. Call 893-4413.
Floor Walkers * Bouncers
Apply in person'176 E. Wooster/8-10pm
353-3030 * SOP/CASSIDY-S
GREEKS! CLUBS!
STUDENT GROUPS!
Raise as Much as You
Want In One Week)
$100...$600. .$1500!
Market Applications for Citibank
VISA. MCI, SEARS. AMOCO etc
Call for yourf REE T-SHIRT and to
qualify for FREE TRIP to MTV
SPRING BREAK'94.
Call 1-800-932-0528. axt. 65
Help Wanted: 10-40 hours/wk.. flexible
schedule. Openings throughout Ohio.
$9 00/Siar|ingp,iy 866-1726.
Lawn Maintenance * Pi. A Full Time
for Knickerbocker Lawns
Call 352 5822

Nursing Dnector-Mid Michigan Community College, an institution dedicated lo excellence, is
seeking a Director of Nursing Education
Master's Degree required with 3 years experience in teaching and management Licensed
or eligible to be licensed as a Registered Nurse
in the State ol Michigan. Must be willing to work
flexible hours. Salary range: $36,800 to
$46,000, depending on qualifications. Submit
application loner, resume, oH.ce transcripts,
and three references by Oct 8.1993 to: MMCC
Director of Human Resources, 1375 S. Clare
Ave . Harrison. Ml 48625 AA/EEO
NURSING MANAGEMENT
Mental Health Services Management Position is currently available m our 23 bed Inpatient Facility. Northwest Ohio offers many opportunities, both educational and recreational
in nature. Qualified applicants will be currently
licensed as a Registered Nurse with the Ohio
State Board of Nursing. Bachelor's degree In
nursing and two years psychiatric nursing
experience required. Certification in Mental
Health preferred.
We offer an attractive benefit package including irvhouse continuing education programs
with CEU's and a formal individualized orientation program Starting salary commensurate
with experience. For more information, please
contact: LuAnn Berry. Acting Director. Human
Resources Department at 419-332-7321 or
1-800-446-0238. exl. 217 or lorward resume
to:
MEMORIAL HOSPITAL
Human Resources Department
715 S. Tan Avenue
Fremont. Ohio 43420
EOE

PART-TIME RETAIL SALES POSITION
Serious, dependable applicants only. Retail
exp. necessary. Include work reft. Send resume to Finder's, 128ISI. Main. BG, OH 43402.
Part-time help wanted. Tufty Auto Service.
Some auto repair experience necessary. Call
for appointment 353-1071.

HELP WANTED
#1 EARN $2500 A FREE TRIPSI
SELL ONLY 6 SPRING BREAK TRIPS AND
YOU GO FREE! GREAT RESUME EXPERIENCE! BAHAMAS. PANAMA CITY. CANCUN.
JAMAICA! BEST TRIPS A PRICES.
1 800«78-6386.

Pl.-Tlme Chlldcare Opportunity
In our Perrysburg home caring tor 4 yr. old
Mon. A Wed. ll:15-4pm. Must have own
transportation A be non-smoker. Prefer
someone to start immed. A continue lor spnng
(or longer). Additional hours possible if you desire. 874-6582.

The Afffailfrom Toledo
Playing such favorites as Journey's" Any
/ay You Want It" and Led Zeppelin's
Misty Mountain Top"

Tonight Only!
104 S. MAIN

353 - 0988

FOR RENT
2 bedroom apartments available immediately
Furnished or unfurnished Call 35? 9302

FOR SALE
1964 Midway mobile home.
Stove/refrigerator, newly carpeted.

Apartment lor sublease immediately 2 bedroom, turn, ArC $335/mo $100 oil 1st
month's reni. Call Song ai 372-7830 (day).
3S3-22l7(eve.)

$2700 Call 354-8710.
FOR RENT
1982 Dodge 024.
4-cylinder. 4 speed $450 OBO
Call LaVonda at 354-2607.

839 Seventh St-1 bdrm unfurnished ap>.
451 Thurstm • Furnished efficiency
Both available for Immediate occupancy.

1983 Toyota Corolla. 2 door, 5 speed.
Runs good, asking $800 OBO.
Call 353-5402. please leave message.

Call John Newlove Real Estate
354-2260

AKC golden retreiver puppies. 1st shot, need i
good home. 354-6589.

For Rent
Duplex, adjacent to campus.
352-0000.

Cleveland Indians tickets.
Final series Bleacher seats.

Call 354-1203
Couch and Loveseal tor sale
Both lor $ 100 00 or best offer.

Call 354-7009

Now renting 2 4 3 Bedroom apartments. Rent
starts at $399 $455 Central AC. carpeted;
appliances included. Applicants must be income qualified. First months rent free lo all
qualified applicants. Handicap accessible
units. For more information, please call Barb
Bowling Green Estates
352-5987

Dorm size relngeraloi $35
13" Color TV with remote $80
Women's Huffy 10-speed bike $75
Call 352-1651

KENWOOD Integrated Ampllller
Perfect lor any home stereo system.
135 watts, treble, bass, balance.
loudness and mute buttons.
Tape 1, Tape 2. CD/Aux.
tuner & phono jacks
$250 negotiable!
Call Enc@ 354-7604

Mansfield Company seeking accounting
majors with 2.7 plus GPA for Spring co-op.
Good experience and pay. Housing available. Call 372-2451 or stop by 236 Admin.
Bldg.

Need a gift? I can helpl Crafts by JL specializing in country crafts & wood carvings. Any
style, any color Design your own. Call
3723849

3 bdrm. close lo campus.
Available immediately
3530520

Maintenance
Property Management Company seeking fulltime experienced maintenance person. Must
have own tools, transportation. HVAC experience helpful. Send resume to:
Buckeye Management Company
760 Northlawn Dr.
Columbus. OH 43214
Ann: Pat Rawfms
E.OE.

Mountain Bike, Specialized Rock Combo
Excellent Condition. Asking $230 or Best Oiler
Please call 353 6124 anytime

One bedroom apartment
522 1/2 N. Main
Contact Newlove Rentals
328 S Main (our only office)

352-5620
Subieaser needed ASAP 2 bedroom. 1 1/2
baffis. Cambndgo Commons. 724 S College
#7 $405/mo includes util except electric Con
tact 352-6553
Two bedroom apartments
709 Fifth Street
722 Fourth Street
Contact Newlove Rentals
328 S. Mam (our only office)

352-5620

Maes for Rent

Bowling Green Jaycees'

25%
Off

Recycling Center

OPEN HOUSE
1040 N. College Dr. • BG

Oct. 3, Sunday
2-4 p.m.

Mac SEs & I mage writer
Printers Available
Call 372 - 7496 for .1. mil.

15th Anniversary

CINEMARK THEATRES

CINEMA

HELP
WANTED!

12^^

>
BGSU Food Operations
is currently hiring
BGSU Students to work at

>

KREISCHER DINING
CENTER.

>

Monday through Friday
10:45 am - 2:30 pm
All shifts available for
students with previous
cooking experience.
Apply in person at the
Dining Center office
weekdays 9 - 11 am
& 4 - 6:30 pm.

_s1

must

Monday thru Fndey ahowt Hart at
acproi<mat*Jy4pm. Saturday and Sunday:
Full Schedule with early ahom feted
The Fugitive - PG-13
Marrieon Ford, Tommy Lee Jonee
1:15.440.7:10.040
Striking Distance- R
Bruce Wile. Sa/ah Jeeeca Parka*
1:10. 326. 530. 7:30.945

The Program - R
Jamae Conn. Halle Berry
120.435,7:15.0:55'

Warlock 2 - R

c

Jdian Sand*
105. 320. 525. 735. I0O0'
The Good Son - R
Machaulm Cukin. EI,Wi Wood
1:00,3:15.520. 725.0:40 •

Coming Soon: A Bronx Tale. Demolition
Man. The Beverly Hillbillies

' NO PASSES
" NO PASSES'SUPERSAVERS

BARRY BAGELS
NOW OPEN

+£*K

HOMECOMING WEEK
SPECIAL!!!!!!!!
-—$.99 PIZZA BAGELS

I Presents...

Waitresses needed. Pan-time/lull-time.
Flexible hours Great pay
419-531 -0079 or 419-531-0269

Insight 386sx-25 Computer
Color monitor & printer. 4 megabyte RAM.
80 MB HDD. 5 25 and 3 5 FDD.
Great buy @ $1.900
Call Martha @ 3543409

Pest control service man for Banfax Pesi Control. Own transportation required. Part A fulllime positions available. Call 352-531S.

yy

F^f-aGAFE

Retail sales positions, lull 1 pi. lime including
eves. A Sat'S. Previous retail exp. or fashion
merchandise prel. Apply in person at Your
Special Day Bridal Shop. No phone calls
please. Westpate Shopping Center. Toledo

Live-in home companion Responsible female
to assist with care A management ol female
adolescent. Must be available evenings. Car
needed. Room A board provided A wage. Call
422-86l6(Kim).

Come and enjoy

Turner Williams
Blues Band

Rally's
Now hiring. Al shifts. All Positions. $4 50
/hour. 1005 N. Main 353-3821

$.99 BAGEL WITH
FLAVOR CREAM
CHEESE
HOURS:
7 A.M.-12 A.M. SUN-WED
7 A.M. - 3 A.M. THUR, FRI, & SAT
•OFFER GOOD TUESDAY, SEPT 28SUNDAY, OCT. 3

Yoxivc smart enough to calculate
the size of a Hydrogen atom.

